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Introduction 
Background 

The goal of the Measure and Improve initiative is to meet the long-term needs of the County and 
maintain quality services by measuring performance toward achieving the Board Strategic Plan and 
continually improving process effectiveness and efficiencies in support of the plan. The Measure and 
Improve group solicited projects that would benefit from process improvement in the summer of 2013, 
and this project was proposed to and accepted by the group.  

Scope 

Dakota County’s department deposits process begins when staff in various County buildings receive cash 
or check payments, and ends when these payments arrive at their appropriate locations (cash to the 
bank, checks stored at the County) and are recorded in the general ledger (GL). Staff accept payments 
for numerous reasons, ranging from donations to the library system, to child support payments, to 
immunization fees. Payments may come from individuals (residents and non-residents) or businesses, 
and range from a few dollars to tens of thousands of dollars. Overall, the County accepts millions of 
dollars per year using this process.  

This project excludes payments accepted at County service desks at the Service and License Centers 
(S&LC) and Property Taxation and Records (PT&R) departments; it centers on instances when staff in 
other departments receive cash or checks and need to either receipt them into the general ledger, or 
transfer the cash and checks to the Public Services and Revenue division (PS&R) for receipting. 

In 2011, the responsibility for cash management functions (and therefore department deposits) 
transitioned to Financial Services (FS) from PS&R. However, the associated County policies have not 
been updated to reflect this change, and the process operates largely the way it did prior to the shift. 
Some departments take in relatively small amounts of money and infrequently, while others receive 
thousands of dollars in cash and checks every day. 

Each department, and sometimes units within a department, follows its own process, and most of the 
current processes include duplicative work. For instance, many departments have their staff type up a 
transmittal form, and then PS&R staff renter the information from the transmittal form into IFAS1 - or 
iNovah2.  Each department also has two staff members count the money, and PS&R staff then count it 
one to three more times.  

With up to six people handling the money during the process, and with department staff retaining 
money for up to weeks at a time, the process is not as secure as it could be. Departments also vary in 
how quickly they process funds, and on the outside it might take months for staff to deposit funds. 

                                                           
1 An enterprise resource planning software that manages timecards, purchase requests, expense reports, 
contracts, budgeting, accounts payable entries, accounts receivables, fixed assets, etc. 
2 A point-of-sale system currently used by PS&R staff. 
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Customers may experience undesirable outcomes as a result, from the inconvenience of waiting for a 
check to clear to, in a few instances, nearly being jailed because their payments weren’t processed. 

Overall, these inefficiencies are obstacles for the County to achieve its mission: Efficient, Effective, 
Responsive Government. 

Purpose 

The purpose of this project was to standardize the department deposits process Countywide and reduce 
the potential for risk. In particular, the project aimed to: 

1. Ensure a uniform and efficient process is established and maintained; 
2. Define clear roles for department, PS&R, and Financial Services staff; and 
3. Provide recommendations to update/create department deposits policies/procedures. 

Roles & Methodology 

The project sponsors Matt Smith (Deputy County Administrator) and Tom Novak (Director, PS&R) 
directed two project champions, with assistance from a steering committee, to oversee the project. The 
Office of Planning and Analysis (OPA) provided two facilitators to help guide the process. The project 
champions and steering committee created a cross-divisional team to analyze the current process and 
develop recommendations for a future process. Table 1 lists the staff members who participated in this 
project. 

Table 1: Project Team3 

Role Department Name 
Project Sponsors OMB, PS&R Matt Smith and Tom Novak 
Project Champions OMB, PS&R Jean Erickson and Stephanie Shawback 
Steering Committee PS&R, FS Joel Beckman, Brian Christensen, and Kathy Jensen  
Member Corrections Beth Bisciglia  
Member E&EA Tracy Roeller 
Member PDD Cindy Tonsager 
Member PS&R Patti McTague and Patrice Stevens 
Member Public Health Barb Wieners 
Member Sheriff’s Office Annette Baker 
IT Liaison IT Rosalee McCready 
Facilitators OPA Kristina Krull and Hoang Ton 

 

                                                           
3E&EA-Employment and Economic Assistance; PDD-Physical Development Division; IT-Information Technology. 
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OPA facilitators led the project team and steering committee through a two-and-a-half-day Kaizen 
event. Kaizen events are rapid process improvement projects in which key players are brought together 
to recommend a new process. During the Kaizen event, the team: 

• Conducted a simulation to review the current process; 
• Analyzed the current process’s issues; 
• Suggested solutions for current issues; 
• Designed three new potential processes; 
• Recommended a future process; and 
• Created action and communication plans to allow for rapid implementation. 

Prior to the event, OPA facilitators reviewed previous work done on this process, collected relevant 
policies and documents, and interviewed additional County staff members involved in the process.  

Current Process 
The Current Process 

To document the current process, OPA began with a matrix developed by PS&R in 2012 that outlined 
how different departments complete the process. An updated version of the matrix can be found in 
Attachment A that includes information on the types of fees and payments departments collect, how 
and how often funds are brought to PS&R for receipting or deposit, and how much money is typically 
brought to PS&R. Using that matrix and staff interviews, OPA completed a current process map, found in 
Attachment B. Table 2 below lists the staff members interviewed; they were asked about their current 
processes, and what they would or would not like to see in a future process. 

Table 2: Pre-Kaizen Interviewees 

Department Interviewees 
Corrections Beth Bisciglia 
County Attorney’s Office Jennye Croft and Laurinda Werner 
EEA Tracy Roeller 
Extension Margaret Madsen 
Financial Services Sandy Radosevich and Kevin Britt 
Libraries Ken Behringer, Toni Genz, and Mike Turbes  
PDD Cindy Tonsager and Maureen Martin 
PS&R Joel Beckman and Kathy Jensen 
Public Health Barb Wieners and Nan Ottoson 
Sheriff’s Office Annette Baker 
Social Services Linda Fitzgerald 
IT Linda Laatsch 
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Overall, interviewed staff saw value in a more consistent and efficient process.  Interviewed staff did not 
want to create more steps in the process, but were open to shifting around responsibilities provided 
that their staff received sufficient training. Staff wanted to retain their ability to verify that the money 
ended up in the correct accounts. 

As the current process maps show, the department deposits process varies by building, department, and 
sometimes by unit. A limited number of units/departments take responsibility for preparing cash for a 
bank deposit, including entering the deposit into IFAS or another system. Two staff count the money to 
verify amounts. Then a staff member prepares a deposit slip, puts the cash in a sealed deposit bag, and 
walks the cash deposit and any checks to the building PS&R service desk. Service desk staff give the cash 
deposit to Garda (an armored car service) and scan the checks into Creditron. 

More commonly, department staff count the money twice, fill out a transmittal form (each department 
has its own version), and walk or interoffice the money and form to a PS&R service desk. Service desk 
staff count the money one to three more times, depending on the department’s process and the 
building, and then enter information into either IFAS (Western Service Center and Administration 
Center) or iNovah (Northern Service Center). Service desk staff prepare the cash deposit for the bank 
and scan checks (Western Service Center and Northern Service Center) or give them to Financial Services 
to be scanned (Administration Center). 

Analysis 

During the Kaizen event, the team noted the following issues in the current process:  

• Too many people are involved 
• Too many steps 
• Takes too long 
• Too much paper 
• Money sits around waiting 

• Lack of direction to the process 
• Counting and recounting 
• Data entry duplication 
• Multiple systems 
• Too many forms 

 

Currently money is counted up to five times, and the same information is usually typed twice: once into 
a transmittal form, and once into a financial system. With each department following its own process, 
the team collected fourteen different transmittal forms (which did not represent all form versions that 
exist), and PS&R had nearly fifty procedure guides on file in 2012. The team agreed that the current 
process could be greatly improved. 
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Future Processes 
The team mapped out three future processes: an iNovah process, an IFAS process, and an ideal process. 
Under all processes, the County would expect cash and checks to be receipted within one business day. 

IFAS/iNovah Processes 

The largest change in the mapped processes centers on shifting responsibility for deposits from PS&R to 
departments. Table 3 summarizes the shift in responsibility between the current and IFAS/iNovah 
processes.  Attachment C contains the future process maps for the IFAS and iNovah options. 

Table 3: Role Shift in the IFAS/iNovah Processes 

Task Current Future 

Money collection Departments Departments 
Money counting Departments Departments 
Receipting into financial system PS&R Departments 
Scanning checks PS&R Departments 
Storing checks PS&R/FS TBD 
Preparing cash for bank deposit PS&R Departments 
Holding deposits for Garda PS&R PS&R 

 

The iNovah and IFAS processes are nearly identical. The main difference involves when and where 
checks are scanned: iNovah requires checks to be scanned as part of a transaction, but IFAS does not 
have a check scanning module. In IFAS, the transaction information is immediately entered into IFAS, 
but the check is scanned later on into Creditron to retain the check image.4  

Under the iNovah system, departments would have their own iNovah scanner(s). Given that Creditron 
scanners are larger and cost significantly more than iNovah scanners, the team proposed that under the 
IFAS system, PS&R service desks would make a Creditron scanner station available for departments.  

Ideal Process 

The project champions also requested an ideal process map to encourage the team to think beyond the 
limitations in current software options (see Attachment D for the process map). The ideal process 
reflects the same role shifts as the IFAS/iNovah processes, although departments would drop off bank 
deposit bags in a secure drop box instead of at a service desk. In addition to the role shifts identified in 
the IFAS/iNovah processes, the ideal process would be highly automated. The ideal point of sale system 
would offer the following features:  

                                                           
4 Financial Services sends Creditron check images to the bank daily. 
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• System would take cash, check, credit, debit, online payments 
• System would issue a  customer receipt via email or print 
• System would tie into all County systems: e.g., update others with  the deposit 
• System would scan check at the point of sale: could then hand back check or shred immediately 
• System would update the customer on the other systems: e.g., if paying off collections or taxes 
• Mobile: could receipt at Public Health clinics or at weekend classes 
• Multiple cashiers would tie into one batch, but could tie specific cashier to a transaction 
• Rather than a summary form, system would print out a bar code to place on the deposit bag 
• Dropbox for money that scans deposit bag barcode and emails department a receipt 

Benefits 

Per the Kaizen team, the benefits of all future processes designed include:  

• Consistent reporting 
• Less re-work 
• Process takes less time 
• More accountable system 
• More interest from the bank 
• More secure 
• Less printing 

• Better staff morale 
• More standardized process 
• Staff understand end customer’s need 
• Happier State Auditor (fewer forms, 

increased accountability) 
• Increased government efficiency causes 

better reputation among residents 
 

Because money will be receipted within one business day in most cases, the process cycle time (the time 
from when staff receive money to when money appears in the general ledger/gets to the bank) will be 
greatly reduced. Currently most departments bring deposits to PS&R every week or every two weeks, 
but in other departments money can sit for months before reaching PS&R. Table 4 summarizes the cycle 
time improvements.  

Table 4: Typical Cycle Time= 

Process Cycle time 

Current ADC 3 - 34 days 
Current NSC/WSC 1 - 6 days 
Future 1 day 
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Recommendations 
To address the issues identified in the current state, the team developed several recommendations.  

Follow the iNovah Process 

After a discussion of all three processes, the team decided to recommend the iNovah process, with the 
understanding that the situation may be reassessed in a couple years with the anticipated upgrade from 
IFAS to ONESolution. The iNovah process, like the IFAS process, is ready for immediate implementation. 
The team recommends that some of the features of the ideal process be explored for integration with 
the iNovah process, such as the capacity for mobile receipting. 

The team recommended iNovah over IFAS because it offers greater functionality for department staff 
and Cash Management:

• Easier to use 
• Less keying/more streamlined 
• Less room for user error 
• Detailed customer receipt 
• Can look up transaction history easier 
• Can work when the system is offline 
• Checks are processed immediately 

(more secure) 

• Cash Management receives more 
detailed reports 

• Easier to follow the money by user 
• Can bundle batches together into one 

deposit (easier for Cash Management to 
audit what ended up in the bank) 

• Faster transaction for customer 

 

Resource Shift Analysis 

During the Kaizen, County staff who complete parts of the current process assigned times to each step 
in both the current and future processes. Using these figures, OPA estimated the amount of time 
departments spend processing cash and checks under the current process, and how that would change 
in the iNovah processes. Table 5 summarizes the results of the time analysis. Based on the results, OPA 
estimates that departments would not spend significantly more time processing money in the iNovah 
process than they do in the current process. The largest gain in time would result from department staff 
walking to a service desk more frequently; for most departments, this task takes no more than a few 
minutes.  

Table 5: Estimates for Department Money Processing Task Time (Minutes) 

Current Process Time Estimates iNovah Process Time Estimates 
Task ADC WSC-NSC Task All 
Create transmittal form 5 3 Set iNovah batch, print batch sheet 1 
Put cash/check into envelope 1 1 Write deposit slip, put cash in bank bag 1 
Bring cash/check to point of pick up 5-10 2-5 Bring cash to point of pick up 2-10 
Wait while PS&R recounts -- 5-10 Complete handoff spreadsheet 1 
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As Table 5 shows, departments already spend time typing up transaction information into a transmittal 
form. Under the iNovah process, the departments would spend a similar amount of time entering the 
same information into iNovah, only the time would be spread out over each transaction instead of 
occurring all at once. New tasks under the iNovah process would include closing the iNovah batch, 
preparing the cash for bank deposit, and completing a handoff form indicating that PS&R received the 
bank deposit. None of those are time-intensive tasks.   

Table 5 focuses on money processing, that is to say, the time spent on cash and checks outside of 
receiving and counting money. The amount of money departments take in would remain unchanged in 
the iNovah process, so departments would spend an equivalent amount of time receiving money from 
customers and counting money under the iNovah system. Money counting would occur more frequently 
under the iNovah process, but each day’s deposit would be smaller. 

Not indicated in the table is the fact that the departments would also take responsibility for scanning 
checks. Under iNovah, checks are scanned at the time of transaction, and staff who currently complete 
that task estimate it adds less than a minute to each transaction.   

Although individual departments would not save staff time under the iNovah process, overall the County 
would save a significant amount of staff time by switching to the iNovah process. Financial Services 
would recover staff time from no longer picking up and scanning ADC’s checks. PS&R would recover 
significant staff time from no longer counting deposits and receipting them into a financial system.  

The Kaizen team developed action and communication plans for implementing the recommended 
process, which can be found in Attachments E and F. 

Establish Ownership and Develop Resources 

The Kaizen team noted that currently no one is identified as the “owner” of the department deposits 
process, which allowed for the departments to develop such individualized processes.  The team 
recommends that one or more departments is appointed to “own” the process, and enforce a largely 
universal process.5 

The team would also like IT to create a uniform procedure guide, and to create user group for 
department staff who take cash and checks. These resources would enable department staff to better 
follow one common process. 

 

                                                           
5 The team noted that some departments cannot follow any of the future processes because they are not located 
at service centers with PS&R desks. These include donations to the library, and money paid to County staff at the 
Farmington Extension office. Those two departments, and the Employees’ Club and Giving Campaign, will be 
further explored to find a workable process.  



Attachment A - Current Department Deposits Process Matrix 
As documented by PS&R in 2012, with updates from OPA in 2013 
 
Department Payment types Who delivers the 

deposits? 
How is the money delivered? How often are the 

deposits? 
How much are the 
deposits? 

WSC 
Library Fines Kris Grainer-Illies  Sealed Bag with deposit slip, ready for the 

Bank 
Daily Under Hundred 

Parks Usage fees Jennifer Reynolds Sealed Bag with deposit slip, ready for the 
Bank 

Daily Hundreds 

Physical 
Development 

Fees and fines Maureen Martin Cash in envelope, checks clipped to report. 
Batch has been entered into IFAS 
S&LC staff balance and prepares deposit. 

2 to 3 times/week Hundreds-Thousands 

Community 
Corrections 

Test fees, CD 
fees, out of 
county 
probation fees 
 

Denise Kahler 
Beth Bisciglia (as of 
November 1) 

Cash and checks along with transmittal in a 
sealed envelope. 
S&LC recounts the money enters batch into 
IFAS and prepares deposit 

2 to 3 times/month Hundreds 

Public Health Immunization 
clinics, grants 

Nan Ottoson Cash and checks along with transmittal in a 
sealed envelope. 
S&LC recounts the money enters batch into 
IFAS and prepares deposit 

2 to 4 times/month Hundreds 

Employee Club Ticket sales Ruth Fonstad 
Donna LaBeau 
Christine Hubbard 

 Checks and Transmittal included in a 
sealed envelope. 
S&LC recounts the money enters batch into 
IFAS and prepares deposit 

Monthly Hundreds 

NSC 
EEA Child Support 

Holding Acct.,  
  
background 
checks 

Jan Baars 
Zubayda Sharif 

Checks and Cash 
Payment attached to handwritten or typed 
transmittal. Money counted by S&LC staff. 
Enter data into iNovah 

Daily 
Weekly 

Hundreds-thousands 

Social Services Recruitment and 
training, 
licensing 
 

Linda Fitzgerald Checks 
Payment attached to typed transmittal. 
Money counted by S&LC staff. Enters data 
into iNovah 

Annually or per event Hundreds-thousands 



Department Payment types Who delivers the 
deposits? 

How is the money delivered? How often are the 
deposits? 

How much are the 
deposits? 

Public Health Immunization 
clinics, 
reimbursements, 
grants 

Becky Burmeister Checks 
Payment attached to typed transmittal. 
Money counted by S&LC staff. Enters data 
into iNovah 

Bi-monthly 
Per event 

Hundreds-thousands 

PS&R Aggregate    Checks 
Payment attached to typed transmittal. 
Money counted by S&LC staff. Enters data 
into iNovah 

Quarterly Hundreds-thousands 

Employee Club Ticket sales Donna Panushka 
Mary Gjerde 
 Jennifer Freed 
 Cathy Mulvihill 

Checks 
Payment attached to typed transmittal. 
Money counted by S&LC staff. Enters data 
into iNovah 

Weekly 
Monthly  
Per event 

Hundreds 

Giving 
Campaign 
 

   Cash and Checks 
Payment attached to typed transmittal. 
Money counted by S&LC staff. Enters data 
into iNovah 

Annually Hundreds-thousands 

ADC 
Library Donations Interoffice-Toni Genz  Cash in envelope, checks clipped to 

transmittal form in interoffice envelope. 
PT&R opens, re-counts and enters into 
IFAS, recounted in the morning by PT&R 
and Taxation recounts cash and prepares 
deposit. Checks are wrapped in the 
transmittal report and delivered to 
Taxation and are picked up by Financial 
services staff 

1-2 times/week Under $1,000 

Law Library Copy machine 
change 

Interoffice- Suzanne 
Grossman 

Cash in envelope, checks clipped to 
transmittal form in interoffice envelope. 
PT&R opens, re-counts and enters into 
IFAS, recounted in the morning by PT&R 
and Taxation recounts cash and prepares 
deposit. Checks are wrapped in the 
transmittal report and delivered to 
Taxation and are picked up by Financial 
services staff. 

Monthly Under $100 



Department Payment types Who delivers the 
deposits? 

How is the money delivered? How often are the 
deposits? 

How much are the 
deposits? 

Community 
Corrections 

UA fees  Cash in envelope, checks clipped to 
transmittal form in interoffice envelope. 
PT&R opens, re-counts and enters into 
IFAS, recounted in the morning by PT&R 
and Taxation recounts cash and prepares 
deposit. Checks are wrapped in the 
transmittal report and delivered to 
Taxation and are picked up by Financial 
services staff. 

2 to 3 times/week Hundreds  to 
Thousands 

Extension Registration 
 

Interoffice-Peggy Maden 
 

Cash in envelope, checks clipped to 
transmittal form in interoffice envelope. 
PT&R opens, re-counts and enters into 
IFAS, recounted in the morning by PT&R 
and Taxation recounts cash and prepares 
deposit. Checks are wrapped in the 
transmittal report and delivered to 
Taxation and are picked up by Financial 
services staff. 

2 to 3 times/month $0 to $1,000 

Social Services Child care 
training 

Interoffice – Linda 
Fitzgerald 
 

Cash in envelope, checks clipped to 
transmittal form in interoffice envelope. 
PT&R opens, re-counts and enters into 
IFAS, recounted in the morning by PT&R 
and Taxation recounts cash and prepares 
deposit. Checks are wrapped in the 
transmittal report and delivered to 
Taxation and are picked up by Financial 
services staff. 

Monthly Hundreds 

Attorney’s 
office 

Class fees , 
restitution, 
treatment 
centers, copies, 
cities 

Hand deliver Laurinda 
Werner 

Cash in envelope, checks clipped to 
transmittal form in interoffice envelope. 
PT&R opens, re-counts and enters into 
IFAS, recounted in the morning by PT&R 
and Taxation recounts cash and prepares 
deposit. Checks are wrapped in the 
transmittal report and delivered to 
Taxation and are picked up by Financial 
services staff. 

Weekly $100 to $10,000 



Department Payment types Who delivers the 
deposits? 

How is the money delivered? How often are the 
deposits? 

How much are the 
deposits? 

Employee Club Ticket sales Hand Deliver Holly 
Ruiz/Val Dockter 

Checks and spreadsheet included in a 
sealed white envelope. PT&R recounts the 
money enters batch into IFAS – balances 
Checks are wrapped in the transmittal 
report and delivered to Taxation and are 
picked up by Financial services staff. 

Monthly Thousands 

Giving 
Campaign 

Donations candy 
bar /popcorn 
sales 

Hand delivered ADC 
Building Offices  

Cash and checks handed over the counter. 
Each person’s name is handwritten on the 
envelope-no transmittal form. PT&R  re-
counts and enters into IFAS, cash is 
recounted in the morning by PT&R and 
Taxation recounts cash & prepares deposit. 
Checks are wrapped in the transmittal 
report & delivered to Taxation & are picked 
up by Financial services staff 

Annually Varies 

PS&R Licenses, fines, 
fees/ VPN/ Sp 
Assmt 

Hand delivered Shari Fink Checks clipped to hand written transmittal 
form. PT&R enters into IFAS, recounted in 
the morning by PT&R. Checks are wrapped 
in the transmittal report and delivered to 
Taxation and are picked up by Financial 
services staff 

Weekly to monthly Up to $80,000 

Sheriff’s 
Explorers 

Membership/ 
registration 

Hand delivered Dawanna 
Witt 

Checks, cash and handwritten old 
transmittal included in a Ziploc baggie or 
Wal-Mart bag. PT&R recounts the money 
enters batch into IFAS cash is recounted in 
the morning by PT&R and Taxation recounts 
cash and prepares deposit. 

Monthly Up to $1,000 

Sheriff’s Office Gun permits Hand-carried – Joe Leko  Cash and checks are delivered in a sealed 
bag w/typed transmittal form. PT&R opens, 
enters into IFAS, recounts to balance. Funds 
are recounted in the morning by PT&R, cash 
is recounted again in Taxation and deposit 
for cash is prepared. Checks are wrapped in 
the transmittal report and delivered to 
Taxation and are picked up by Financial 
services staff. 

Every Monday $100 to over $1,000 



Department Payment types Who delivers the 
deposits? 

How is the money delivered? How often are the 
deposits? 

How much are the 
deposits? 

Sheriff’s Office Bail and fine Hand Carried – Rob 
Shingledecker 

Cash is delivered in a sealed bag w/typed 
transmittal form. Once in a while DC check. 
PT&R opens, enters into IFAS, recounts to 
balance. Funds are recounted in the 
morning by PT&R, cash is recounted in 
Taxation and deposit for cash is prepared.  

1-2 times/week Up to $10,000 + 

Sheriff’s Office Commissions – 
Phone cards and 
canteen 

Hand Carried – Rob 
Shingledecker  Prepared 
by Julie Ecker or Mary 
McPhetres 
 

DC checks are delivered in a sealed bag 
w/typed transmittal form. PT&R opens, 
enters into IFAS, recounts to balance. 
Checks are wrapped in the transmittal 
report and delivered to Taxation and are 
picked up by Financial services staff. 

Weekly Hundreds 

Sheriff’s Office Jail Hand Carried – Rob 
Shingledecker  Prepared 
by Julie Ecker or Mary 
McPhetres 
 

Data is entered on a spreadsheet and 
attached with cash and checks in a sealed 
envelope. PT&R opens, enters into IFAS, 
recounts to balance. Funds are recounted 
in the morning by PT&R, cash is recounted 
again in Taxation and deposit for cash is 
prepared. Checks are wrapped in the 
transmittal report and delivered to 
Taxation and are picked up by Financial 
services staff. 

Weekly Hundreds 

Sheriff’s Office Copies of 
accident or 
incident 
reports/CDs 

Hand Carried – Rob 
Shingledecker  Prepared 
by Julie Ecker or Mary 
McPhetres 
 

Data is entered on a spreadsheet and 
attached with cash and checks in a sealed 
envelope. PT&R opens, enters into IFAS, 
recounts to balance. Funds are recounted 
in the morning by PT&R, cash is recounted 
again in Taxation and deposit for cash is 
prepared. Checks are wrapped in the 
transmittal report and delivered to 
Taxation and are picked up by Financial 
services staff. 

Weekly Hundreds 

Sheriff’s Office Recoveries Hand Carried – Rob 
Shingledecker  Prepared 
by Julie Ecker or Mary 
McPhetres 
 

Data is entered on a transmittal form and 
attached with cash and checks in a sealed 
envelope. PT&R opens, enters into IFAS, 
recounts to balance. Funds are recounted 
in the morning by PT&R, cash is recounted 

Weekly Thousands 



Department Payment types Who delivers the 
deposits? 

How is the money delivered? How often are the 
deposits? 

How much are the 
deposits? 

again in Taxation and deposit for cash is 
prepared. Checks are wrapped in the 
transmittal report and delivered to 
Taxation and are picked up by Financial 
services staff. 

Sheriff’s Office Work release, 
Pay to Stay 

Hand Carried – Rob 
Shingledecker  Prepared 
by Erlandsen 
Or Mary McPhetres 

Data is entered on a transmittal form and 
attached w/ cash and checks in a sealed 
envelope. PT&R opens, enters into IFAS, 
recounts to balance. Funds are recounted 
in the morning by PT&R, cash is recounted 
again in Taxation and deposit for cash is 
prepared. Checks are wrapped in the 
transmittal report and delivered to 
Taxation and are picked up by Financial 
services staff 

Weekly 10,000 + 

IT Bulk 
Images/Depts 

Linda Laatsch / Rosalee 
McCready 

Handwritten transmittal form. PT&R enters 
into IFAS, recounts to balance. Funds are 
recounted in the morning by PT&R, cash is 
recounted again in Taxation and deposit for 
cash is prepared. Checks are wrapped in 
the transmittal report and delivered to 
Taxation and are picked up by Financial 
services staff. 

Monthly $6,000 

Assessing Copies Brenda Carlstrom Cash Monthly Less than $100 

 



Attachment B: Department Deposits ADC Current Process
P

T&
R
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 S
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s

Receive cash and 
checks

Wait 
(until next batch)

Create 
documentation 
(handwritten or 

typed transmittal 
form, spreadsheet)

Put cash and checks 
in envelope/bag

Walk or interoffice 
mail materials to 

PT&R

1

Cash and checks are 
stored in lockbox/
drawer/safe/etc.

Wait
(up to 3 days)

Cash and checks 
counted by another 

staff member

Cash and checks 
counted

5 minutes Up to 1 month 15-30 minutes 15-30 minutes 5 minutes 1 minute 10 minutes

Limited cases of no documentationCould be daily, weekly, 
monthly, or longer



Attachment B: Department Deposits ADC Current Process
P

T&
R

D
ep

t.
 S

ta
ff
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 S
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s

Dina prepares 
deposit slip and puts 

cash in sealed bag

Dina recounts cash 
and prepares 

summary report to 
FS

Store cash deposit 
until Garda pickup 

(daily)

Deliver cash and 
checks to  Taxation

2

Wait 
(14 hrs. – until next 

morning)

Is cash prepared 
for deposit?

No

Yes

Taxpayer Services 
staff count cash and 

checks and enter 
into IFAS

Transaction stored 
in GL

Pick up checks from 
Taxation (daily)

Scan checks into 
Creditron

Electronically send 
Crediton deposits to 

bank (daily) 

Store physical 
checks in safe 
(6+ months)

5 minutes

20-30 minutes 10-15 minutes

30 minutes10-120 minutes 30 minutes 2 minutes1 minute

5 minutes

Audit IFAS to ensure 
money ended up in 

right accounts

Linda counts cash 
and emails form to 

FS

PT&R at ADC doesn’t have 
Creditron; IFAS can’t 
communicate with Creditron



Attachment B: Department Deposits NSC/WSC Current Process
D

ep
t.

 S
ta

ff
S&

LC
Fi

n
an

ci
al

 S
er

vi
ce

s

Receive cash and 
checks

Cash and checks 
counted by another 

staff member

Enter deposit into 
IFAS/CLASS

Prepare deposit slip 
and put cash in 

sealed deposit bag 
(CLASS) or bank 
envelope (IFAS)

Walk materials to 
service deskPath depends on 

departmental/unit 
practice

Cash and checks are 
stored in lockbox/
drawer/safe/etc.

Cash and checks 
counted

Wait 
(until next batch)

15 minutes 2 minutes5 minutes Up to 1 month 5-15 minutes 5-15 minutes

1

Create 
documentation 
(handwritten or 

typed transmittal 
form, spreadsheet)

Put cash and checks 
in envelope/bag

3 minutes 1 minutes

Typically weekly or less, 
except for Emp. Club



Attachment B: Department Deposits NSC/WSC Current Process
S&

LC
D

ep
t.

 S
ta

ff
Fi

n
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ci
al

 S
er

vi
ce

s

Prepare deposit slip 
and put cash in 

sealed bag

Store cash deposit 
until Garda pickup 

(daily)

Run/proof email/
print receipt 

Is cash prepared 
for deposit?

Recount cash and 
checks in dept. 

staff’s presence and 
sign off

No

Yes

IFAS transactions 
stored in GL

10-20 minutes5-10 minutes 1 minutes

Receipt into iNovah/
IFAS

Wait (until next day 
so cash and checks 
are processed on 

the same day)

Wait (up to 20 
minutes for IFAS 

report to show up)

Wait in line at 
service desk (up to 

15 minutes)

Mail/email receipts 
to depts.

File receipt

2 minutes

2 minutes

2 minutes

Wait while S&LC 
counts (5-10 

minutes)
Sign off on count

NSC uses iNovah; 
WSC uses IFAS

NSC scans 
same day



Attachment B: Department Deposits NSC/WSC Current Process
S&

LC
D

ep
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 S
ta

ff
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ci
al

 S
er
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Close iNovah batch; 
Distribute IFAS info

Import iNovah 
information to IFAS 

(daily)

Transactions stored 
in GL

Transactions sent to 
bank

Store physical 
checks in safe 
(6+ months)

IFAS can’t communicate 
with Creditron

WSC: Scan all checks 
into Creditron

NSC: scan checks 
into iNovah, “no 

scans” into 
Creditron

3

Create and email 
daily summary 

report to FS

5 minutes

3-5 minutes

20-30 minutes

Audit IFAS to ensure 
money ended up in 

right accounts

2 minutes

Electronically send 
Crediton deposits to 

bank (daily)

10-15 minutes

5-20 minutes



Attachment C: Department Deposits: IFAS/iNovah Processes

P
S&

R
/F

S
D

ep
t.

 S
ta

ff
D

ep
t.

 S
ta

ff
P

S&
R

/F
S

Accept money from 
customer

Process transaction 
into IFAS

Cash and checks 
stored

Wait (until daily 
batch time)

Set batch

Transaction in the 
GL

Accept money from 
customer

Process transaction 
into iNovah and 

scan checks

Cash and checks 
stored

Wait (until daily 
batch time)

Set batch
Print copy of batch 

sheet

Print copy of batch 
sheet

1st count of money

1st count of money

IF
A

S
iN

o
va

h

1



Attachment C: Department Deposits: IFAS/iNovah Processes

P
S&

R
/F

S
D

ep
t.

 S
ta

ff
D

ep
t.

 S
ta

ff
P

S&
R

/F
S

Transaction in the 
GL

2nd count of money

2nd count of money
Write deposit slip 

and put cash in bank 
bag

Write deposit slip 
and put cash in bank 

bag

Wait (up to 1 
business day)

Cash only?
Walk to deposit 

drop-off point (PS&R 
desk)

Walk to deposit 
drop-off point (PS&R 

desk)

Complete handoff 
spreadsheet to 
indicate left bag

Cash waits for Garda 
pick-up (up to 1 

business day)

Complete handoff 
spreadsheet to 
indicate left bag

Cash waits for Garda 
pick-up (up to 1 

business day)

Checks stored 
(where TBD)

Finance imports 
iNovah into IFAS

PS&R signs off on 
spreadsheet

PS&R signs off on 
spreadsheet

Finance sends 
Creditron data to 

the bank

IF
A

S
iN

o
va

h
IF

A
S

iN
o

va
h

PS&R sends 
summary report to 

distribution list (end 
of day)

PS&R sends 
summary report to 

distribution list (end 
of day)

Scan checks into 
Creditron at PS&R 

desk

Checks stored 
(where TBD)

Yes

No

2



Attachment D: Ideal Process
D

ep
ar

tm
en

t

Accept money from 
clients (cash, check, 
credit, debit card, 
electronic checks)

Enter transaction 
into POS system

Scan check into POS 
system

Issue receipt to 
clients (mobile)

Wait (batch time)
(1 bus. day)

Print summary 
report (to get total 

to balance)

1st Count and 
balance

1

2nd count and 
balance

Close batch
Put cash in bag with 
matching barcode

Walk to drop box
Scan bag and drop 

bag in drop box



Attachment E: Department Deposits Action Plan

Sponsors: Matt Smith and Tom Novak
Champions: Jean Erickson and Stephanie Shawback
Steering Committee:
Team Members:

Facilitators: Kristina Krull and Hoang Ton

Action / Task Responsible Timeline
Sponsors and champions approve
SMT approves

Short-term
Create implementation team - incl. point 
people at different buildings

Sponsors, champions Q1

Decide ownership of the process SMT? Q1
Change the policy regarding department 
deposits

Financial Services - CM Q1

Set standards for money processing time Financial Services - CM Q1
Configure and test the new approved system IT, affected departments, 

CM, PS&R
Q1

Adjust County policies on cash handling Financial Services Q2
Determine how to purchase and distribute 
deposit slip and bags, receipt tape

Purchasing, affected 
departments, CM

Q2

Purchase and distribute scanners Purchasing and IT Q2

Create hand off form PS&R and affected 
departments

Q1

Demo for users Affected departments, 
PS&R, IT

Q1

Figure out exceptions: EC, GC, Ext., library Those departments, CM Q1
Medium-term

Create procedure guide and distribute (incl. 
check storage, retention, and no scans)

IT, affected departments, 
CM, PS&R

Q2

Relook at summary form for Sandy - what 
needs to be included? Create distribution list

CM, PS&R/point person, 
affected departments

Q1

Install system on computers IT Q2-Q3

Train staff on the new  process IT and PS&R, power user 
"train the trainer" group

Q2-Q3

Long-term
Explore usergroup option - Lync chat? IT, affected departments Q2
Send a survey to users Affected departments Q3
Explore electronic check options: any places in 
the County we can do them?

IT

SO explore own Garda pick-up Sheriff's Office

Annette Baker, Beth Bisciglia, Rosalee McCready, Tracy Roeller, Cindy Tonsager, Barb 
Wieners, Patti McTague, and Patrice Stevens

Joel Beckman, Kathy Jensen, and Brian Christenen



Attachment F: Department Deposits Communication Plan

Sponsors: Matt Smith and Tom Novak

Champions: Jean Erickson and Stephanie Shawback

Steering Committee: Joel Beckman, Kathy Jensen, and Brian Christenen

Team Members:

Facilitators: Kristina Krull and Hoang Ton

When To Whom About What How

Tentative Tom, Matt, Stephanie, 

Jean

Recommendations Presentation

Post-sponsor 

presentation

Interviewed staff; their 

supervisors; cc the team

Next steps Email

February SMT Recommendations Presentation

February Department heads mtg. Why, when, how process 

will change; explain 

benefits

Presentation

A week after dept. 

meeting

Affected staff, 

supervisors; cc team

High level overview of 

coming changes, benefits, 

reasoning/why changing, 

invite to demo

Email

April Affected staff, 

supervisors; cc team

Training plan Email: ideally with policy, 

procedure, date for 

training

Six weeks after 

implementation

Users and supervisors How the process is going Survey

After the survey Everyone involved Update on the project, 

results, survey highlights

Email

Annette Baker, Beth Bisciglia, Rosalee McCready, Tracy Roeller, Cindy Tonsager, 

Barb Wieners, Patti McTague, and Patrice Stevens
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